Real-time rainy image restoration

Motivation

Rain removal is an important challenge in the field of computational imaging as rain streaks can cause serious image degradation. Rain causes streaks of different size, shape and direction. Some images can be hard to derain, especially in case of heavy and accumulated rain.

Deraining a video can be tackled by obtaining a sequence of images and comparing them to each other. Single image deraining can be a harder problem, as there are no other images to compare. Even obtaining a verified dataset of rainy and clear images can be challenging because of light shift, camera motions and motion artifacts.

Related work

There are different deraining approaches from probabilistic approach[1] to matrix decomposition[2]. In this project, we will focus on deep learning methods for single-image deraining such as EDR, MPRNet and GT-rain[3].

The state of art methods use convolutional neural networks such as Dual Graph Convolutional Network, Residual Deep Learning[5] and Iterative Region Dependent Multi Task Learning[6] to tackle data loss and artifacts caused by rain streaks.

Most of the methods rely on synthetic data, generated by different algorithms like LBP-CGAN Rain Generation Method[4]. [3] proposed a dataset of real images, both clear and blurred by rain.

Objectives

Deraining remains a hard problem as even state of art methods struggle with reconstructing images in highly textured areas such as bricks and leaves. The aim of this project is to perform fast and efficient reconstruction of images, blurred by stochastic processes such as rain and snow.

Training on both real and synthetic data affects the performance of derainers. In this project, we are going to compare performance of multiple state of art derainers trained on synthetic, semi-real and real datasets like NYU-rain, SPA-data and GT-rain. We are going to measure how training on different datasets
affects various aspects of rainy images such as water droplets, rain streaks and background changes.

The recent study[7] showed that most of state-of-art derainers are very vulnerable against adversarial attacks. We would like to study the effect of training dataset on different convolutional neural networks ability to tackle both the rain region and object sensitive attacks.

The project will consist of the following steps:

2. Implementation of derainers, training on datasets.
3. Verification and comparison of methods and datasets.
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